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We introduce program splicing, a programming methodology that aims to automate the commonly used workow of copying,
pasting, and modifying code available online. Here, the programmer starts by writing a “dra” that mixes unnished code,
natural language comments, and correctness requirements in the form of test cases or API call sequence constraints. A
program synthesizer that interacts with a large, searchable database of program snippets is used to automatically complete
the dra into a program that meets the requirements. e synthesis process happens in two stages. First, the synthesizer
identies a small number of programs in the database that are relevant to the synthesis task. Next it uses an enumerative
search to systematically ll the dra with expressions and statements from these relevant programs. e resulting program is
returned to the programmer, who can modify it and possibly invoke additional rounds of synthesis.
We present an implementation of program splicing for the Java programming language. e implementation uses a corpus
of over 3.5 million procedures from an open-source soware repository. Our evaluation uses the system in a suite of everyday
programming tasks, and includes a comparison with a state-of-the-art competing approach as well as a user study. e
results point to the broad scope and scalability of program splicing and indicate that the approach can signicantly boost
programmer productivity.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Copying and pasting from existing code is a coding practice that refuses to die out in spite of much expert
disapproval (Juergens et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2004). e approach is vilied for good reason: it is easy to write
buggy programs using blind copy-and-paste. At the same time, the widespread nature of the practice indicates
that programmers oen have to write code that substantially overlaps with existing code, and that they nd it
tedious to write this code from scratch.
In spite of its popularity, copying and pasting code is not always easy. To copy and paste eectively, the
programmer has to identify a piece of code that is relevant to their work. Aer pasting this code, they have to
modify it to t the requirements of their task and the code that they have already wrien. Many of the bugs
introduced during copying and pasting come from the low-level, manual nature of the task.
In this paper, we present a programming methodology, called program splicing, that aims to oer the benets of
copy-and-paste without some of its pitfalls. Here, the programmer writes code with the assistance of a program
synthesizer (Alur et al. 2015a; Solar-Lezama et al. 2006) that is able to query a large, searchable database of
program snippets extracted from online open-source repositories. Operationally, the programmer starts by
writing a “dra” that is a mix of unnished code and natural language comments, along with an incomplete
correctness requirement, for example in the form of test cases or API call sequence constraints. e synthesizer
completes the “holes” in the dra by instantiating them with code extracted from the database, such that the
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resulting program meets its correctness requirement. e programmer may then further modify the program and
possibly proceed to perform additional rounds of synthesis.
/* COMMENT:
* use sieve of eratosthenes
* to test primality
* TEST:
* __solution__
* return sieve (1) == false &&
* sieve (2) == true &&
* sieve (29) == true;
*/
boolean sieve(int num) {
boolean [] prime=new boolean[N];
for(int i = ??; i <= num; ++i)
prime[i] = ??;
// build a table
??;
return prime[num];}
Fig. 1. Primality Testing: Dra
In more detail, our synthesis algorithm operates as follows.
First, it identies and retrieves from the database a small number
of program snippets that are relevant to the code in the dra.
ese search results are viewed as pieces of knowledge relevant
to the synthesis task at hand, and are used to guide the synthesis
algorithm. Specically, from each result, the algorithm extracts
a set of codelets: expressions and statements that are conceivably
related to the synthesis task. Next, it systematically enumerates
over possible instantiations of holes in the dra with codelets,
using a number of heuristics to prune the space of instantiations.
e primary distinction between our synthesis algorithm and
existing search-based approaches to synthesis lies in the use of
pre-existing code. A key benet of such a data-driven approach
is that it helps with the problem of underspecication. Because
synthesis involves the discovery of programs, the specication
for a synthesis problem may be incomplete. is means that
even if a synthesizer nds a solution that meets the specication,
this solution may in fact be nonsensical. is problem is especially common in traditional synthesis tools,
which explore a space of candidate programs without signicant human guidance. In contrast, the codelets in
our approach are sourced from pre-existing code that humans wrote when solving related programming tasks.
is means that our search for programs is biased towards programs that human-readable and likely to follow
common-sense constraints that humans assume.
boolean sieve(int num) {
boolean [] prime = new boolean[N];
// build a table
for(int i=2; i<=num; i++)
prime[i]=true;
for(int i=2; i<=num/2; i++)
for(int j=2; j<=num/i; j++)
prime[i*j]=false;
return prime[num];
}
Fig. 2. Primality Testing: Completed Dra
e use of pre-existing code also has a positive eect on scal-
ability. Without codelets, the synthesizer would have to instanti-
ate holes in the dra with expressions built entirely from scratch.
In contrast, in program splicing, the synthesizer searches the
more limited space of ways in which codelets can be “merged”
with pre-existing code.
We present an implementation of program splicing that uses
a corpus of approximately 3.5 million methods, extracted from
the Sourcerer (Bajracharya et al. 2014; Ossher et al. 2012; Sajnani
et al. 2014) source code repository, to perform synthesis of Java
programs. We evaluate our approach on a suite of Java program-
ming tasks, including the implementation of scripts useful in
everyday computing, modications of well-known algorithms, and initial prototypes of soware components
such as GUIs, HTML parsers, and HTTP servers. Our evaluation includes a comparison with µScalpel (Barr
et al. 2015), a state-of-the-art programming system that can “transplant” code across programs, as well as a user
study with 18 participants. e evaluation shows our system to outperform µScalpel and indicates that it can
signicantly boost overall programmer productivity.
Now we summarize the contributions of the paper:
• We propose program splicing, a methodology where programmers use a program synthesizer that can
query a large database of existing code, as a more robust proxy for copying and pasting code.
• We present an implementation of program splicing for the Java language that is driven by a corpus of 3.5
million Java methods.
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• We present an extensive empirical evaluation of our system on a range of everyday programming tasks.
e evaluation, which includes a user study, shows that our method outperforms a state-of-the-art
competing approach and increases overall programmer productivity.
e rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of our method. In Section 3, we
formally state our synthesis problem. Section 4 describes the approach of program splicing. Section 5 presents
our evaluation. Related work is described in Section 6. We conclude with some discussion in Section 7.
2 OVERVIEW
In this section, we describe program splicing from a user’s perspective using a few motivating examples.
2.1 Primality Testing
void sieve(boolean [] p) {
p[1] = false;
int l = p.length - 1;
for(int i=2; i<=l; i++)
p[i]=true;
for(int i=2; i<=l/2; i++)
for(int j=2; j<=l/i; j++)
p[i*j]=false;
}
Fig. 3. Sieve of Eratosthenes Algorithm
Consider a programmer who would like to implement a primality
testing function using the Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm. e
programmer knows that the function must build an array prime
of bits, the i-th bit being set to true if the number i is a prime.
However, they do not recall in detail how to initialize the array
and the algorithm for populating this array.
In current practice, the programmer would search the web
for a Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm, copy code from one of
the search results, and modify this code manually. In contrast,
in program splicing, they write a dra program in a notation
inspired by the Sketch system for program synthesis (Solar-
Lezama 2009; Solar-Lezama et al. 2006) (Figure 1). is dra program declares the array prime; however, in place
of the code to ll this array, simply leaves a hole represented by a special symbol “??”. A hole in a program serves
as a placeholder for an external codelets which will be lled in by our system. In this example, the external
snippets will be an Sieve of Eratosthenes implementation.
int [][] read_csv(int [][] m,
int r, int c, String filename) {
File f = new File(filename);
Scanner scanner = new Scanner(f);
for(int i = 0; i < r; ++i) {
String line=scanner.nextLine ();
String [] fields=line.split(",");
for(int j = 0; j < c; ++j)
m[i][j] =
Integer.parseInt(fields[j]);
}
return m;
}
Fig. 4. Reading CSV: Reading a matrix from a CSV
file
e user describes the forms of external code that are relevant
to the task using natural language comments. In this example,
the comments contain words such as “sieve”, “eratosthenes” and
“primality” in the “COMMENT” section at line 1 suggesting a Sieve of
Eratosthenes implementation. e system will use these words
as a hint to search the code database. is is similar to a web
search using text, but in this case it is done in a programming
scenario. Finally, in order to ensure that the synthesized code is
compatible with the code that she has already wrien, the pro-
grammer needs to provide some correctness requirements. e
requirements for our example are shown in the “TEST” section
at the top of the dra.
Given the dra, our program synthesizer issues a query to a
searchable database of code snippets. e code database then
returns a set of functions relevant to the current programming task, including at least one Sieve of Eratosthenes
implementation (such an implementation is shown in Figure 3). e system now extracts a set of codelets —
expressions and statements — from these functions, and uses a composition of these codelets to ll in the hole in
the dra. e completed dra is showed in Figure 2.
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int [][] csvmat(String filename) {
int [][] matrix = new int[N][N];
/* COMMENT:
* Read a matrix from a csv file
* TEST:
* String filename = ``matrix.csv '';
* int [][] matrix = new int[N][N];
* __solution__
* return test_matrix(matrix);
*/
??
}
(a) Reading CSV: dra for reading from CSV
int [][] csvmat(String filename) {
int [][] matrix = new int[N][N];
...
int [][] mat = new int[N][N];
/* COMMENT:
* matrix multiplication
* TEST:
* int [][] matrix ={{1, 2, 3}, ...};
* int [][] result ={{14, 20, 26}, ...};
* __solution__
* return test_equality(matrix , result);
*/
??
return mat;
}
(b) Reading CSV: dra for matrix multiplication
Fig. 5. Reading CSV dra programs
2.2 Reading a Matrix from a CSV File
Now we show an example where external code snippets are used to complete a dra with multiple holes, through
an interactive process. Suppose the programmer would like to read a matrix from a comma-separated values
(CSV) le into a 2-dimensional array and then to square the matrix. is programming task has two major pieces:
reading from the csv le and matrix multiplication. In the beginning, the programmer focuses on the rst task,
and accordingly, writes the dra program shown in Figure 5a. In this dra, the programmer simply declares a
2d-array. en she leaves a hole as proxy for the code for reading the matrix from the csv le, and provides some
comments and requirements to guide the instantiation of the hole. Our system then searches the code database
for relevant external code. For example, such a program is shown in Figure 4. Snippets from this code is then
merged into the existing dra.
int [][] csvmat(String filename) {
int [][] matrix = new int[N][N];
File f = new File(filename);
Scanner scanner = new Scanner(f);
for(int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
String line = scanner.nextLine ();
String [] fields = line.split(",");
for(int j = 0; j < N; ++j)
matrix[i][j]= Integer.parseInt(fields[j]);
}
int [][] mat = new int[N][N];
for(int i = 0; i < N; ++i)
for(int j = 0; j < N; ++j) {
int s = 0;
for(int k = 0; k < N; ++k)
s += matrix[i][k] * matrix[k][j];
mat[i][j] = s;
}
return mat;}
Fig. 6. Reading CSV: Complete Program
Aer geing the code that reads a matrix from
a csv le, the user now focuses on the second part
of the task, which is matrix multiplication. ey
extend the previous code into a new dra, which
has a hole for the matrix multiplication code, some
comments and requirements. is dra is shown in
Figure 5b. Our system now searches the code data-
base for codelets that does matrix multiplication and
merges these codelets into the existing code, while
ensuring that all requirements are met. e com-
plete program resulting from this process is shown
in Figure 6.
As shown in the example, our system can be used
in an iterative and interactive manner. A program-
mer can start writing code as usual, and brings in
external resources from the web into the existing
codebase as needed. In this respect our approach is
similar to copy-and-paste. e dierence is that our
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public void run() {
String input_image = "lena.png";
String filename = "faceDetection.png";
// Create a face detector from the cascade file in the resources
// directory.
CascadeClassifier faceDetector =
new CascadeClassifier(getClass ().getResource("lbpcascade_frontalface.xml").getPath ());
Mat image = Highgui.imread(getClass ().getResource(input_image).getPath ());
// Detect faces in the image.
// MatOfRect is a special container class for Rect.
MatOfRect faceDetections = new MatOfRect ();
faceDetector.detectMultiScale(image , faceDetections);
// Draw a bounding box around each face.
for (Rect rect : faceDetections.toArray ()) {
Core.rectangle(image , new Point(rect.x, rect.y), new Point(rect.x + rect.width , rect.y +
rect.height), new Scalar(0, 255, 0));
}
// Save the visualized detection.
Highgui.imwrite(filename , image);
}}
Fig. 8. Face Detection: Complete Program
system automates the process of nding and modify-
ing relevant code, and guarantees a certain level of reliability by ensuring that the output program meets all its
requirements.
2.3 Face Detection using OpenCV
In previous examples, we rely on input-output tests to verify the correctness of a solution. Now we consider the
use of program splicing in the implementation of face detection, a computer vision task in which input-output
tests are hard to specify, requiring the use of an alternative form for correctness requirement. Specically, the
requirements that we use are constraints on sequences of API calls that a program makes, given in the form of a
nite automaton.
/* COMMENT:
* Doing face detection using OpenCV
* TEST:
* API_cons (" FaceDetectionTest.java");
* __solution__
* run();
* test(_has_detector_ &&
* _has_image_ &&
* _has_detection_ &&
* _image_written_);
*/
public void run() {
String input_img = "lena.jpg";
String output_img = "faceDetection.png";
CascadeClassifier faceDetector = new
CascadeClassifier (??);
??
} Fig. 7. Face Detection: Dra Program
Figure 7 shows a dra program for this task. In this
example, a user wants to use a CascadeClassifier object
from OpenCV to detect faces from an input image called
lena.jpg. e output image named faceDetection.png
should have the same picture with a rectangle drawn above
the faces. e API call constraint for the task is shown in
Figure 9. is requirement describes a sequence of object
creation and API invocation actions performed during face
detection. While the requirement is more low-level than
unit tests, we note that it frees users from specifying small
details such as what conguration le to be used, the color
for drawing rectangles on faces and the order of specifying
the four corners of rectangles. Our synthesizer uses this
requirement to lter out many of the candidate programs
that it considers during synthesis. Only a few solutions
satisfy the requirement, and the user could easily pick the
correct one shown in Figure 8.
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3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we formulate the program synthesis problem that is at the heart of the program splicing method-
ology.
Language Denition. As mentioned earlier, a dra program in our seing consists of incomplete code and a set
of natural language comments. We start by spelling out the language of code permied in our dras.
Our approach accepts code in a subset L of Java, abstractly represented by the following grammar. In summary,
the grammar permits standard imperative expressions and statements over base and array types, as well as a
symbol ?? representing holes.
〈expr〉 ::= id | c | 〈expr〉 binop 〈expr〉 | unaryop 〈expr〉 | f(〈expr〉, . . . , 〈expr〉) | id := 〈expr〉 | 
〈stmt〉 ::= let id = 〈expr〉 | if 〈expr〉 〈stmt〉 〈stmt〉 | while 〈expr〉 〈stmt〉 | 〈stmt〉 ; 〈stmt〉 | 
〈program〉 ::= id (〈expr〉, . . . , 〈expr〉) 〈stmt〉
In this grammar, c represents a constant, id represents an identier, f represents external functions (API calls),
and binop and unaryop respectively represent binary and unary operators. We assume that a standard type
system is used to assign types to expressions and statements in this grammar. e actual language handled by
our implementation goes somewhat beyond this grammar, permiing arrays, objects, data structure denitions, a
limited form of recursion, and syntactic sugar such as for-loops.
Fig. 9. API call sequence constraint for face detection
e special symbol ?? in the
grammar represents two kinds of
holes. Expression holes is a place-
holder for a missing expression. A
statement hole is a placeholder for a
missing statement.
e semantics of a program with
holes can be dened as a set of com-
plete (hole-free) programs obtained
by instantiating the holes with expressions and statements. e semantics of a complete program is dened in
the standard way. We skip the formal denitions of these semantics for brevity.
Requirement. Aside from a dra, an input to a program splicing problem includes a requirement. is require-
ment is not expected to be a full correctness specication. Specically, our implementation permits two classes
of requirements: input-output tests, and nite automata that constrain the sequences of API calls that a program
can make. We assume a procedure to conservatively check whether a given complete program satises a given
set of requirements. For requirements that are input-output tests, this procedure simply evaluates the program
on the tests. e procedure for automaton constraints is based on a standard, sound program analysis.
Synthesis Problem. Let Ps ∈ L be a dra program with one or more holes. Let DB ⊆ L be a database containing
programs with no holes. Our objective is to use the programs from DB to complete holes in Ps . Specically, we
use the expressions (similarly, statements) from DB to complete the expression holes (similarly, statement holes)
in Ps . Naturally, such an instantiation of the holes can be performed in many dierent ways. Our goal is to do
this instantiation such that the resulting program passes the requirement.
More precisely, consider the set C of all codelets — subexpressions and statements — that appear in programs
from DB. Let P be the set of complete programs obtained by instantiating the holes of Ps by appropriately typed
codelets in C. Let U : L → {True, False} be a function that maps a complete program in L to a boolean value
indicating whether the input program passes the requirement accompanying Ps . Our problem is to nd a program
P∗c ∈ P such that U (P∗c ) = True.
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4 METHOD
In this section, we present our solution to the synthesis problem presented in the previous section.
Our synthesis problem has two key subproblems: code search and hole substitution.
• Code Search: Given a program Ps ∈ L, search a large corpus containing thousands of programs for a
set of relevant programs such that the retrieved programs contain the codelets we want to synthesize.
e desired properties of the code search technique should be high precision and high eciency. Here,
we dene precision as the number of retrieved programs that have the codelet we want to synthesize,
and we dene eciency as the runtime required for each search. In summary, we need to fetch a set of
programs which contain the exact codelet we want within a short period of time.
• Hole Substitution: Given multiple database programs Sd , we would like to search for the correct codelets to
substitute the hole. Multiple programs combined consist of a large number of codelets. e key challenge
here is to prune the search space such that we can eciently get the exact codelet we want and ensure
the codelets we want will not be dropped by our heuristics.
In general, solving the synthesis problem requires us to nd a sweet spot between expressiveness and eciency.
In traditional program synthesis, an algorithm with high expressiveness is more capable of generating various
kinds of code, but usually requires more time to search. In contrast, an ecient algorithm tends to generate a
very limited amount of code, and sometimes the search space fails to cover the solution.
In our case, expressiveness corresponds to the number of codelets from the database programs we consider
during synthesis and the eciency corresponds to the time the synthesis task takes or the number of incorrect
programs we lter in the end. Ideally, we want a suciently expressive and ecient synthesis algorithm such
that it can complete any dra program within a short amount of time. In this section, we start explain the detail
of each component of our method. We rst discuss how our code search method gives us sucient expressiveness
and how eciency is achieved with the synthesis algorithm without sacricing too much expressiveness.
4.1 Searching for programs
In this section, we describe the code search techniques employed to query a large database of programs eectively.
is is the rst step in our workow: to nd candidate functionality from the program database to complete
the dra program. Given a dra program with a hole, relevant code based on the context (such as comments,
function signature, parameter names) around the hole are returned by the code search.
An important goal of the code search component is to have quick response when searching large amounts of
code to ensure eciency of our synthesis algorithm. To accomplish this, various code features are extracted from
a large corpus of open source code. ese code features—along with the corresponding source code—are stored in
a program database. e program database is a scalable object-store database that allows for fast similarity-based
queries.
A query issued to the program database includes code features extracted from the dra program, along with
associated weights indicating the relative importance of the code features. e program database computes the
k-nearest neighboring corpus elements to the query, using the code features stored, associated weights, and
similarity metrics dened on each code feature. e result of the query is presented as a ranked list of source
code corresponding to the k-nearest neighbors.
Expressiveness can be easily guaranteed, since we control the number of neighbors we consider. We can
increase k until we have enough programs which contains the codelet we want to synthesize. Notice that the
more programs we retrieve, the larger the search space is, and thus synthesis will require much more time.
Eventually, we need to target at a small k and ensure we have the desired programs.
Below we describe the features extracted and the associated similarity metrics.
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Natural language terms. For this feature, we extract the function name, comments, local variable names,
and parameter names of a function. Such extracted natural language (NL) terms are then subjected to a series
of standard NL pre-processing steps, such as spliing words with underscores or camel-case, removing stop
words (including typical English stop words, and those specialized for Java code), stemming, lemmatization, and
removing single character strings.
Additionally, we use a greedy algorithm (Feild et al. 2006) for spliing terms into multiple words, based on
dictionary lookup. is is to handle the case where programmers combine multiple words, without separating
the words with underscores or camel-case, when naming functions and variables.
Aer NL pre-processing, we compute a tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency) score for each NL
term. Each function is considered as a document, and the tf-idf is computed per project. We give the function
name term an inated score (5× more than other terms) because it oen provides signicant information about a
function’s purpose.
e similarity between two functions is measured by taking the cosine-similarity of their NL terms, together
with their tf-idf values. Below is an example of NL terms features for the dra showed in gure 1.
"primal":0.10976425998969035, "siev":0.658585559938142, "test":0.10976425998969035,
"prime":0.658585559938142, ...
Names. Here, we extract all the variable names, the name of the function, and perform some basic normalization
such as spliing camel case and underscores. e similarity metric used is the Jaccard index on sets of names.
e similarity search is primarily driven by the natural language term features, with variable names and
function names providing additional context around the hole in the query code. We give more weights to natural
language term features and less weights to variable names and function names. e reason is that the most
important hint in the source code is comment, because users are required to describe the code they want to
synthesize. However, variable names and function names must not be treated as equally important, because
sometimes variable names and function names might be totally irrelevant to the code they want to synthesize.
For example, users might leave comments saying that they want the code that reads a matrix from a csv le, but
it is totally possible that the surrounding context is all about matrix calculation.
4.2 Program completion
Aer we have retrieved a set of programs from the program database, our next step is to complete the dra. For
each database program paired with the given partial program, we spawn a thread to do the code completion task,
parallelizing the process in order to have high eciency. A code completion task consists of the following steps:
4.2.1 Hole substitution. e rst step is to use the codelets from the database program to substitute the holes
in the dra. Procedure 1 shows the algorithm. We start by checking whether there is any hole in the dra at
line 1. If not, we move on to the merging step. Otherwise, we start injecting codelets into the dra. For each
hole, we iterate all the codelets starting from the smallest one and check whether the injection is valid using our
heuristics at line 6. If so, we then substitute the hole with the codelet at line 7 and then continue injecting more
codelets by recursively calling itself at line 8 until we nish lling all the holes. When no more holes exist in the
dra program, we then merge the codelets into the existing codebase, which is explained in detail in later section.
If at some point injecting a codelet is not successful, we backtrack and try another codelet.
Our search space is then over a nite set of codelets, giving us guaranteed termination. However, we would
still like to apply some heuristics to make the synthesis more ecient, because the search space is still quite large
given that we need to have a substantial amount of database program to guarantee expressiveness. Next, we
discuss our heuristics used in the step of hole substitution.
Synthesizing expressions If we are searching for substitutions for an expression hole h, we can rst infer the
type of h using surrounding context. If we try to use an expression codelet n from a database program, we need
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to rst ensure h and n are of the same type. Otherwise, we ignore n. is heuristic actually gives us eciency at
no cost of expressiveness.
Procedure 1 ll
Input: A dra program, Ps ∈ L and a data-
base program Pd ∈ L
Output: A complete program Pc
1: if not has hole(Ps ) then
2: return merge(Ps )
3: end if
4: for h ← next hole(Ps ) do
5: for n ← next codelet(Pd ) do
6: if valid(Ps ,h,n) then
7: P ′s ← substitute(Ps ,h,n)
8: Pc ← ll(P ′s , Pd )
9: if Pc , null then
10: return Pc
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: return null
In addition, we can also consider the roles of h and n. e intu-
ition is that we only consider the codelet that serves as the same
role by looking at the parent of n and the parent of h in the parse
tree. If the parents of n and h are not of the same kind, then we
discard n and look for another codelet. Figure 10 illustrates the
idea. If we are looking for a codelet to replace a hole representing
the rval inside an assignment statement, our target codelets are
more likely to be the rval of other assignment statements. We
can then just consider those codelets as substitutions and ignore
other codelets. e same can be applied if we want to synthesize
the code for the guard of a condition.
is heuristic also gives us beer eciency, but some expressive-
ness is reduced, because an expression with dierent role might
still be the desired one. In addition, an algorithm has dierent
implementations, and therefore it is possible that we might throw
away useful expressions because of dierent program structures.
However, we can increase the number of database programs to
cover enough variations such that it is more likely to have the
expressions we want. erefore, it is safe to sacrice some expres-
siveness for eciency.
Synthesizing statements When we are searching for substitu-
tions for a statement hole h, we need to consider a sequence of statements from the database program. We rst
dene a sliding window of various lengths and use that to scan the database program in order to identify the
statement sequence we would like to use to substitute h. We also scan the sequences under loops and conditions.
We then use each codelet to substitute the hole.
Fig. 10. Matching for expression codelet
We considered using the heuristic sim-
ilar to role matching for expression holes,
but later we discovered that role match-
ing cannot be applied when we are syn-
thesizing statement sequences for state-
ment holes. Typically, the semantic of
an expression e includes e’s surrounding
context and the meaning of e varies if its
surrounding context or role changes. An
expression by itself tends to not have any
useful meaning until it is tied to a specic
role in a semantic structure. erefore surrounding context could be indicative in selecting a target expression.
However, that is not the case for statement holes. Most statement sequences tend to serve as a stand-alone
functionality and its semantic is rather complete, and they can appear anywhere regardless of its surrounding
context. Surrounding context in this case does not provide any useful information and sometimes it becomes
even misleading. Hence, using additional surrounding context tends to undermine the synthesis algorithm.
Consider the following two programs where we want to generate a codelet under a loop, but the code we want to
synthesize is at the top level of the function. If we were checking the parents of these two codelets, we would be
throwing out the code we want, because one sits under a loop and the other is under a function.
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Overall, it is quite hard to achieve high eciency when we synthesize statements. e target codelet could
appear anywhere in the database program, and a sequence of statements tends to have more references that
need renaming. erefore we expect synthesizing statements to be a more dicult task. Although role matching
cannot be applied to synthesizing stand-alone functionality, it can still be considered when the surrounding
context is necessary for a codelet, especially for an incomplete functionality.
4.2.2 Code merging and Testing. One problem with using the codelets from the database programs is that the
naming schemes are dierent from the ones in the original dra program. erefore, aer we have completed
the dra program, we search for reference substitution such that the resulting program refers back to the data
dened in the dra program, which is quite similar to code transplantation (Barr et al. 2015).
Procedure 2 merge
Input: A completed dra program, Ps ∈ L
and a database program Pd ∈ L
Output: A correct completion Pc
1: if no undened refs(Ps ) then
2: if is correct(Ps ) then
3: return Ps
4: end if
5: return null
6: end if
7: for u ← next undened ref(U ) do
8: for r ← next ref(Pd ) do
9: if same type(Ps ,u, r ) then
10: P ′s ← substitute(Ps ,u, r )
11: Pc ← merge(P ′s , Pd )
12: if Pc , null then
13: return Pc
14: end if
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: return null
e algorithm is showed in Procedure 2. e task here is es-
sentially searching for a mapping between the references across
two programs. We rst check whether we have undened ref-
erences in the program at line 1. If not, we check the program
correctness against the requirement at line 2. If it is correct,
then we have a solution. If there is still undened reference in
the program, we then try to rename each undened reference
u to another dened reference r at line 10. We repeat by recur-
sively calling itself until no more undened names exist in the
program. We guide the search by using types. When we are
considering renaming u to r , we rename u only if their types are
the same. Again, types give us beer eciency. If at any point
the algorithm cannot rename a reference due to the lack of avail-
able target references in another program, the algorithm will
backtrack and try another renaming for a previous reference.
is reference substitution step is performed every time we
complete a dra and thus the whole algorithm suers from expo-
nential blowup. Since the expressions and statements are all from
the database programs which are nite, we have a nite search
space. Moreover, we also set a time limit on the entire search
process and thus our main synthesis algorithm is guaranteed to
terminate.
Aer we have nished renaming all references in a completed
program, we validate the solution against of the requirement
either in form of a predened input-output test suite or a predened API call sequence constraint given as a nite
automaton. If users provide IO tests, we run the solution on the provided test suite to validate its correctness. If
an API call sequence constraint is given instead, we encode the constraint into Java source code in which API
calls are captured and new variables are dened to keep track of the current state in the nite automaton. When
the complete program is run, the constraint will be automatically checked and thus the correctness is determined.
We also set a time limit for program execution to ensure termination. Notice that we could let the synthesis
algorithm produce multiple solutions by leing it continue the search aer a correct completion is found. If there
are multiple correct completions, we will rank them in the order they appear and return as many solutions as
required.
Note that it is very easy to add a selection function to choose the best solution among all the completions.
is is quite useful if other requirements not represented as tests or API call sequence constraints are desirable.
For example, we added a simple lter where we ignore solutions with two consecutive and redundant return
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/* COMMENT:
* Longest common subsequence algorithm
* TEST:
* int[] s1 = {2, 6, 8, 0};
* int[] s2 = {1, 6, 8, 10};
* int[] expected = {6, 8};
* __solution__
* test_lcs(s1, s2, expected);
*/
void lcs(int[] X, int[] Y, int m, int n,
int[] result) {
// longest common subsequence
int [][] L = new int [15][15];
int i, j, index , s;
// build the LCS table here
??
// store the subsequence result
index = L[m][n];
s = index; i = m; j = n;
while((i > 0) && (j > 0))
if(X[(i - 1)] == Y[(j - 1)]) {
result [(index - 1)] = X[(i - 1)];
i --; j --; index --;
} else {
if(L[(i - 1)][j] > L[i][(j - 1)])
i --;
else
j --;
}
}
(a) LCS with Customized Result Display
/* COMMENT:
* Setting up an HTTP server that serves
* the content of a local file
* TEST:
* import com.sun.net.httpserver .*;
* import java.io.OutputStream;
* __solution__
* int port = 23456;
* HttpServer server = http(" http_test.txt
", port);
* test_server(new URL("http :// localhost
:23456/"));
* server.stop (0);
*/
public HttpServer http(String filename ,
int port) {
String content;
// read the content of the file
??
HttpServer server;
HttpHandler handler = new HttpHandler ()
{
public void handle(HttpExchange he)
throws Exception {
he.sendResponseHeaders (??,
content.length ());
OutputStream os =
he.getResponseBody ();
os.write(content.getBytes ());
os.close();
}
};
// set up an http server
??
return server;
}
(b) Seing up an HTTP server that serves the content of
a text file
Fig. 11. Dra Programs Used for Experiments
statements. Potentially, one or more layers of selections could be done aer validation to ensure program
properties.
5 EVALUATION
Our goal is to evaluate the performance of program splicing and its ability to complete a dra program using a
large code corpus such that the resulting program meets a correctness requirement within a reasonable amount of
time. e experiment consists of completing a set of dra programs given a code database where a set of relevant
statistics for each run is recorded. In addition, we test the performance of our code search method aerwards
and show the results of the user study we conducted where we test whether our synthesis tool could increase
programming productivity.
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5.1 Benchmarks
In this section, we briey describe our benchmark problems followed by the experiments and the results. We
evaluate the performance of program splicing and select a set of benchmark problems with corresponding dra
programs to automate the process where users try to bring external resources from the web and merge them into
the existing codebase. We ensure that the code we synthesize is quite common in popular online code repositories
so that it is more likely to nd them in our program database.
It is desirable to compare our method with existing synthesis methods including Sketch (Solar-Lezama et al.
2006), syntax-guided synthesis (Alur et al. 2015b), code reuse tools such as S6 (Reiss 2009), Code Conjure (Hum-
mel et al. 2008), CodeGenie (Lazzarini Lemos et al. 2009) and Hunter (Wang et al. 2016) or other statistical
methods (Gvero and Kuncak 2015; Raghothaman et al. 2015). However, none of these methods are comparable,
because (1) traditional synthesis methods such as Sketch do not search for or use existing source code, (2) code
reuse methods only consider programs at the granularity of functions instead of more ne-grained level such as
statements and expressions and (3) some methods such as SWIM (Raghothaman et al. 2015) and anyCode (Gvero
and Kuncak 2015) only aim to synthesize API-specic code snippets. Specically, we fed the dra showed in
Figure 12 to Sketch and it was not able to complete the dra within 30 minutes. In contrast, our splicing system
could generate the correct expressions within 5 seconds aer the code search is complete. Moreover, our splicing
system could generate code snippets while Sketch cannot handle statement synthesis problems.
int binsearch(int [100] array , int x) {
int low = 0, high = 99, result = -1;
while (?? <= ??) {
int mid = ?? / ??;
if(array[mid] < x) {
low = mid + 1;
} else if(array[mid] > x) {
high = ??;
} else {
result = ??
break;
}
}
return result;
}
Fig. 12. Binary Search Dra Fed to Sketch
Code transplantation or µScalpel (Barr et al. 2015) is actually
the most similar one to our work and we will use µScalpel
for comparison with the correct donor programs provided to
µScalpel. One thing to notice is that we cannot apply µScalpel
to some of our system-related benchmark problems, because
µScalpel targets at C programs instead of Java. Some system
programmings in C and in Java tend to be very dierent and
therefore, we only compare our tool with µScalpel on some
benchmark problems where the dierences of solutions are
not signicant.
Our benchmark problems consist of synthesizing compo-
nents from online repositories and we include 15 benchmark
problems. e dra program for most benchmark problem
contains one or two statement hole and expression holes. Each
dra program has its own comments and correctness require-
ments. Most benchmark problems use typical input-output tests except for “Echo Server”, “Face Detection” and
“Hello World GUI” where API call sequence constraint is used to check the correctness. Here, we highlight two
dra programs from the benchmark problems which are showed in gure 11. All the dra programs are listed in
Appendix A.1.
• LCS Table Building: A user calculates the longest common subsequence of two integer arrays, and
she has a wrien a dra program with the code snippets to extract the subsequence from the table and
display the result. A hole is le for the code that builds the table for running dynamic programming
algorithm.
• HTTP Server: A user would like to set up an HTTP server that serves the content of a text le. She wrote
a dra program which has a HTTP request handler, but she does not remember how to read from a text
le and how to set up an HTTP server. Two holes are le for the code that reads from a text le and the
code that sets up an HTTP server. In addition, she also leaves a hole for the response status code in the
request handler.
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Benchmarks Synthesis
Time
No Roles No Types LOC Var Holes
(expr-
stmt)
Test µScalpel
Echo Server 3.0 4.0 17.1 9-17 1 1-1 C N/A
Sieve Prime 4.6 33.0 8.8 12-17 2 2-1 3 162.1
Collision Detection 4.2 6.3 5.3 10-15 2 2-1 4 N/A
Collecting Files 3.0 6.0 27.0 13-25 2 1-1 2 timeout
Face Detection 8.1 12.2 43.1 21-28 2 1-1 C N/A
Binary Search 15.4 16.0 47.9 12-20 5 1-1 3 timeout
Hello World GUI 16.0 timeout timeout 24-33 4 1-2 C N/A
HTTP Server 41.1 87.4 timeout 24-45 6 1-2 2 N/A
Prim’s Distance Update 61.1 66.4 timeout 53-58 11 1-1 4 timeout
ick Sort 77.2 191.5 217.6 11-18 6 1-1 1 timeout
CSV 88.4 timeout timeout 13-23 4 1-2 2 timeout
Matrix Multiplication 108.9 151.9 timeout 13-15 8 1-1 1 timeout
Floyd Warshall 110.4 timeout timeout 9-12 7 1-1 7 timeout
HTML Parsing 140.4 timeout timeout 20-34 5 1-2 2 N/A
LCS 161.5 168.8 timeout 29-36 10 0-1 1 timeout
Table 1. Benchmarks. “C” in the “Test” column indicates an API call sequence constraint is used to check the correctness
5.2 Experiments
We implemented program splicing in Scala 2.12.1 based on 64-bit OpenJDK 8 and we used BeanShell (bea 2017)
and Nailgun (nai 2017) to test all the completed dra programs. For each benchmark problem, we ran the system
on the dra program we derived. ese experiments were conducted on a 2.2GHz Intel Xeon CPU with 12 cores
and 64GB RAM. For each program, we set the time limit to 5 minutes and record the runtime for synthesis. To
roughly have a sense of the search space size, we list the number of variables and holes in each dra program,
the line number and the number of database programs we use for synthesis. Finally, we list the LOC of the dra
program and its completed version. Our corpus comes from Maven 2012 dataset from Sourcerer (Bajracharya
et al. 2014; Ossher et al. 2012; Sajnani et al. 2014). We extracted over 3.5 million methods with features from this
corpus.
5.2.1 Synthesis Algorithm Evaluation. Table 1 shows the results for each benchmark problem with k = 5 where
k is the number of database programs we retrieve. We set k = 5 because ve programs are usually sucient to
ensure that the retrieved programs contain the target codelet we want to synthesize. In addition, we put more
weights on features that consider comments and variable names to search the database k-nearest-neighbor search.
e choice on weight selection is explained in section 4.1.
According the results showed in Table 1, data-driven synthesis works for all benchmark problems. e time
required for most code search which is based on k-nearest-neighbor search is approximately 15 seconds meaning
that the code search is very ecient, given that we have millions of functions in the database. For most of the
benchmark problems, our method was able to complete the dra program under two minutes and the number of
tests required is no more than ve, indicating that users of our system do not have the burden of writing too
many tests. Notice that for “Echo Server”, “Face Detection” and “Hello World GUI”, a leer “C” is used to signal
an API call sequence constraint being used to test the correctness. Because of the Java testing infrastructure we
used for testing, a large amount of program execution overhead was reduced. We can also see that synthesis
takes more time as the number of holes and the number of variables increase. Having more holes, more variables
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and sometimes more lines leads to larger combinatorial search space for hole substitutions with codelets, and
more variables increase the search space for code merging and renaming.
Impact of type matching and role matching Types guide the search during hole substitutions and code
merging and it potentially eliminates nal solutions that do not type check. In addition, role matching eliminates
the expression substitutions where the role of a candidate expression is dierent from the role of a hole. In order
to understand their impacts, we record the synthesis time without using types as heuristic which is showed in
the “No Types” column of Table 1. “No Roles” column shows the runtime where role matching heuristic is not
applied. We can see that using types and roles can reduce a large amount of search space, although types seem to
be more eective. ese heuristics become more and more important for larger dra programs as the number of
variables increases. Without types and role matching, our synthesis algorithm even timed out for some harder
benchmark problems. Notice that role matching is applied when we synthesize for expressions, as we cannot
apply role matching when synthesizing statement sequences and thus we do not see any dierence in the “LCS”
benchmark problem.
µScalpel Comparison Code transplantation (Barr et al. 2015) is very similar to our work except for the
fact that they do not consider using a large code corpus. However, it is still worthwhile to conduct a series of
performance comparisons since µScalpel also extracts code snippets from external programs or donor programs.
We ran µScalpel on some of our benchmark problems with correct donors specied for multiple times. Notice
that µScalpel has some advantage over our system under this seing, because µScalpel does not need to search
for a set of relevant programs from a large code corpus. Nevertheless, even with such advantage, most of the runs
could not nish within 5 minutes except for “Sieve Prime” which is one of the easy ones. Even though we did not
run µScalpel on all benchmark problems, it is reasonable to believe that the performance of µScalpel which is
based on genetic programming is not as ecient as our system which is based on enumerative search.
5.2.2 Code Search Evaluation. e synthesis result actually depends heavily on the quality of the programs
retrieved from the database. A high-quality program should contain the exact codelet we want to synthesize.
Without high-quality program, no solutions will exist in the search space. erefore, it is important to study
the quality of the database programs we used during synthesis and calculate the proportion of high-quality
programs. We dene this quantity as precision which is equal to the number of high-quality programs versus the
total number of programs we used for synthesis.
Fig. 13. Our Code Search Precision Minus GitHub’s Precision
Technical diculty exists
when we try to calculating
the precision, because it re-
quires deep analysis to check
whether a portion of the data-
base programs satises a cer-
tain property which is quite
expensive. Searching for a
codelet which satises a speci-
cation in a program is essen-
tially another expensive code
search and verication prob-
lem. erefore, we come up
with a good proxy to approx-
imate precision. In order to
see whether a program has the
codelet we want, we can run
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the synthesis algorithm using that particular program and remove time constraint. If a particular database
program has the codelet we want, eventually the synthesis would be successful, because the search space is nite.
Essentially, our synthesis algorithm searches each database program for the target codelet and checks its property
using correctness requirements.
We calculate the precision as the number of database programs, k , increases. We record the number of high-
quality programs versus the total number of programs we used for synthesis. Again, we put more weights on
natural language features and less on other features for k-nearest-neighbor search. In addition, it is interesting to
see whether well-known code search engines could be benecial to our synthesis algorithm as well. erefore,
we compare our code search method with GitHub (git 2016) code search engine. We choose GitHub because
its search method is quite similar and comparable in our case. Other code search methods which rely on code
paern or other syntax element (Jiang et al. 2007; Keivanloo et al. 2014) are quite dierent from our method
and thus they are not comparable. We search GitHub for similar programs using comments and keywords from
the dra programs and test their precision. We searched for programs contained in les with .java extension
and also tagged as wrien in Java language. We used “best match” ordering and selected top-k entries from the
search result. When there are multiple functions in a source code, we simply pick the function that is most likely
to contain the target codelets.
Figure 13 shows the numerical dierence between the precision of our code search method and the precision
from GitHub search engine with various k as the x-axis. Positive percentage indicates our code search method
nds more high-quality programs and negative percentage means the opposite. From the gure, we can see that
our code search method is actually quite eective at fetching high-quality programs across dierent benchmark
problems with various k . Moreover, our code search method can always nd more high-quality programs than
well-known code search engine within ve programs, meaning that our method has beer precision. In some
cases such as “Collision Detection” and “LCS”, GitHub tends to be more precise. Aer inspecting the programs
from our database and the ones from Github, we believe the reason is that our database happens to have more
repetitive and testing functions in the “LCS” case and dierent implementations in the “Collision Detection” case.
As we were trying to calculate the precision, we discovered that nding high-quality programs is actually
quite dicult, because even a small change could completely change the usability of a program. In addition to the
programs which contains syntactic features that our system does not support, the following factors can inuence
programs’ usability, even for a programmer:
Dierent implementation If an algorithm has more than one implementation, it is possible that we might
retrieve another implementation which cannot be used for synthesis. In most cases, dierent implementations
tend to not include the codelets we want to synthesize. Suppose we want to synthesize the main loop of an
iterative binary search, it is impossible to use the recursive version. Moreover, multi-threaded versions or other
versions that use dierent libraries are also quite popular and we cannot use those as well.
In addition, some database programs might use dierent constants for variable initializations and array sizes.
Loops range might be slightly dierent as well. Usually these dierences lead to crashes or logic error if we
use those codelets to complete the dra without any modication. Typically in this scenario it is trivial for
the users to change those constants and operators so that the retrieved programs could be used. erefore, we
performed simple transformations on the database programs to reect that in order to prevent precision from
being undermined.
Repetitive, irrelevant and invalid programsWith an enormous amount of programs in a database, ensuring
the quality of every single program is dicult. It is quite easy to get garbage programs when searching a large
corpus, let alone the fact that we are using natural language which is ambiguous by nature. For example, when
we search for quick sorts, we get back some other sort functions, driver functions for sorting algorithms and also
test functions with “sort” as part of the name. Furthermore, repetitive and empty functions are also quite popular.
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/**
* TODO 1:
* Use Sieve of Eratosthenes to test
* primality of the given integer.
*/
static boolean sieve(int n) {
boolean [] primes = new boolean [100];
return primes[n];
}
/**
* TODO 2:
* Test the sieve of Eratosthenes
* you've just written. Make sure to
* test the program with the following
* inputs:
* n = {1, 2, 3, ..., 73}
* Return true if the program is correct.
* Otherwise , return false.
*/
static public boolean test() {
return false;
}
(a) Skeleton Program with Tests
/**
* TODO 1:
* Complete the following function.
* You could use our system by replacing
* the contents in COMMENT and TEST.
* COMMENT:
* Replace this comment with something
* related to sieve of Eratosthenes
* algorithm.
* TEST:
* // test the sieve of Eratosthenes
* // program by writing Java program here
* __solution__
* return(true);
*/
static boolean sieve(int n) {
boolean [] primes = new boolean [100];
??
return primes[n];
}
(b) Dra Program
Fig. 14. Sieve of Eratosthenes tasks for the user study.
Repetitive programs might come from repository cloning and duplicate code commit. Empty functions seem to
be created and abandoned later by programmers.
5.2.3 User Study. It is unclear whether our system will be benecial in the wild, for use by actual developers.
In this subsection, we describe a user study aimed at answering this question.
Study setup. We recruited 12 graduate students and six professional programmers and developed four pro-
gramming problems. Each participant was asked to complete all four programming problems using a web-based
programming environment. Per person, two problems were completed using program splicing (we subsequently
call this a “with” task), and two without (a “without” task). “With” and “without” tasks were assigned to
participants randomly.
In order to simulate the industrial programming seing where an engineer is asked to develop a code meeting
a provided specication, for each task, participants were given a description of the target program they need to
implement, and also a description of the test cases they need to write to verify the correctness of the program.
Figure 14a shows an example skeleton program for the “without” task on the Sieve of Eratosthenes programming
problem, and gure 14b shows a dra program where participants need to put in comments and requirements to
complete the “with” task.
When completing both “with” and “without” tasks, participants were encouraged to nd and use relevant code
snippets from the Internet. For the “with” tasks, participants were asked to use our system to provide at least one
candidate solution to the programming problem, but then they could choose to use that candidate, or not use it.
Before using the web-based programming environment and our system, they were asked to nish a warm-up
problem in order to be familiar to the programming environment and our system.
To evaluate whether our system could boost programming productivity, we recorded the amount of time
the participants used to correctly complete each programming problem. In order to determine whether there
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is a statistically signicant dierence in task completion time for “with” versus “without” tasks for the same
programming problem, we dene the following null hypothesis:
HP0 = “For programming problem P , the expected ‘without’ task completion time is no greater than the expected
‘with’ task completion time.”
If this hypothesis is rejected at a suciently small p-value for a specic programming problem, it means that
it is likely that the average completion time is smaller for the “with” task than the “without” task, and hence
program splicing likely has some benet on the problem.
Given the times recorded over each problem and each task, we use bootstrap(Efron 1982) to calculate the
p-value for each programming problem. e bootstrap works by simulating a large number of datasets from the
original data by re-sampling with replacement many times, and the p-value is approximated by the fraction of
the time when the null hypothesis holds in the simulated data sets.
In addition to measuring time, we also recorded the number of times that “with” task participants for each
problem asked the program splicing system for help. Typically the participants would stop using our system aer
they have received a useful codelet, and so a large number of requests may indicate an inability of the system to
produce a useful result.
Programming Problems. e four programming problems were as follows:
• Sieve of Eratosthenes: Implement the Sieve of Eratosthenes to test the primality of an integer. is is
an interesting programming problem because it is purely algorithmic, involves no systems programming
or API calls, and further codes to solve this problem are ubiquitous on the Internet. Going into our study,
we expected program splicing to be of lile use on this problem, because an Internet search should result
in many dierent Sieve programs which should be trivial to tailor into a solution to the problem. Given
this and the fact that test codes are so easy to write, we expected participants will use the least amount
of time to nish this problem, regardless of whether they are given a “with” or “without” task for this
problem.
• File Name Collection: Collect all le names under a directory tree recursively and return a list of le
names. We chose this problem because it represents an easy systems programming problem. Further,
there is no standard solution to this problem, while it is still quite easy to write tests. erefore we
expected Internet search to be less useful, whereas program splicing might be quite helpful.
• CSV Matrix Multiplication: Read a matrix from a CSV le, square the matrix and return it as a
2d-array. is problem includes a combination of system programming and algorithmic programming.
We chose this problem expecting that “with” task programmers would need to use our system multiple
times in an interactive manner to generate two independent code snippets. Given this, we expected that
the time gap between the “with” task and “without” task participants to be smaller.
• HTML Parsing: Read and parse an HTML document from a text le, store all links which contain a given
word into a result list and return the result list. is is the most dicult problem among the four. Not
only would those “with” task participants need to use our system multiple times, but they are required to
write test for HTML manipulation. Specically, program splicing necessitates that participants manually
provide HTML to build test cases that are used to validate the correctness of the code for extracting links
from the parsed HTML document. At the same time, the JSoup (jso 2017) HTML parsing library that
we asked participants to use has rather comprehensive and straight-forward documentation. Hence, we
expected that time gap between “with” and “without” task participants would be the smallest among the
four problems.
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Results. Figure 16 shows the p-values for each programming problem, as well as the number of times code
splicing was invoked for each problem’s “with” task. Figure 15 shows time spent on each submission with and
without splicing, including the average time and the box plots. We can see that for most programming problems
except for HTML, the average time used to nish the “with” task is is signicantly lower than the time required to
nish the “without” task. e p-values in gure 16 are also small enough for us to reject the null hypotheses
(stating that there is no utility to program splicing) with over 99% condence.
Note that the average number of program splicing invocations for most problems (except HTML Parsing) is
very close to one, meaning that program splicing could return codelets that the participants could use to complete
the problem with only one try. We argue that this also indicates that the system is rather easy to use, and is
indeed able to boost programming productivity in many cases. As the level of diculty of the problem increases,
so does the benet of using our system.
Fig. 15. Time spent on each programming problem, with and
without splicing.
It is, however, useful to consider the HTML Parsing
programming problem, which is the one case where
program splicing was not useful. Why is this? What
is the failure mode? Aer careful investigation, we
believe that there are two reasons program splicing
did not help. First, the documentation of the HTML
parsing library used, JSoup (jso 2017), is very compre-
hensive and well-done. Hence the problem was easy.
Second, it is very easy to make mistakes when writ-
ing tests, which require developing correct HTML
code and inserting it in a test. We found that par-
ticipants had a dicult time with this. Participants
typically forgot to escape quote characters within a
string when loading a variable containing even very
simple HTML. Although providing a beer program-
ming environment would be very helpful, the di-
culty in writing tests meant that program splicing
was less helpful. at said, writing tests has indepen-
dent value, and if the diculty in writing tests was
the key impediment to using splicing, it may not be
a strong argument against the tool.
Problem p-value Avg. Number of Invocations
Sieve 0.00008 1.2
CSV 0.0002 1.2
Files 0 1
HTML 0.5 2.45
Fig. 16. p-value at which the null hypothesis is rejected,
and the average number of program splicing invocations
for each programming problem.
We close this subsection by asking: When is program
splicing likely most useful for programmers? One sur-
prising case seems to be programming problems that are
deceptively simple, containing intricate algorithmics (loops
and recursion) that programmers tend to have a dicult
time with. Sieve of Eratosthenes falls in this category.
e Sieve appears to be very simple, and so we initially
expected splicing to be of lile use. However, due to the
perceived simplicity, we found that “without” participants
tended to write their own solutions without consulting the
Internet (even though we encouraged Internet use)—and
this over-condence resulted in buggy programs and longer development times. We were especially surprised to
nd this in the case of Sieve of Eratosthenes and also in the case of matrix multiplication part in CSV, where
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there are many solutions available on the Internet. Use of program splicing protected “with” participants from
such diculties.
We also found splicing to be useful when documentation is lacking and there is not a standard way of doing
things. Consider CSV and Collecting File Names where the ocial Java documentation does not provide any
code snippets on how to parse a CSV les or how to collect le names under a directory subtree. “Without”
participants had to rely on combing through solutions from StackOverow (sta 2017), where multiple solutions
exist, using dierent libraries, each with various pros and cons. Program splicing cuts out the need for manual
searching and understanding many dierent possible solutions—if the splicing succeeds and passes the provided
test cases, the user can be relatively condent that the provided solution is correct.
6 RELATED WORK
e problem of program synthesis has been considered for a long time (Alur et al. 2015a; Pnueli and Rosner
1989) and recently it has been successfully applied to domain-specic tasks (Feng et al. 2016, 2017; Polozov and
Gulwani 2015; Yaghmazadeh et al. 2016). In particular, the notion of dras used in program splicing is inspired by
“sketches” (Solar-Lezama et al. 2006) and “templates” from previous approaches to synthesis (Srivastava et al.
2012). e sort of combinatorial search that our synthesis algorithm uses has parallels in enumerative approaches
to synthesis (Feser et al. 2015; Udupa et al. 2013). However, the key dierence between program splicing and
other synthesis techniques is that our method reuses existing source code from the web instead of generating
programs from scratch, and this gives our method beer scalability advantage and traditional synthesis methods
such as Sketch (Solar-Lezama et al. 2006) lack the capability of synthesizing statements eciently.
Code transplantation and other methods that use genetic programming (Barr et al. 2015; Harman et al. 2014;
Jia et al. 2015; Marginean et al. 2015; Petke et al. 2014) are very similar to our work. ey transplant external
code snippets, functionalities or organs across multiple programs. However, they do not considering searching
a large code corpus, and genetic-programming based methods suer from a serious eciency issue according
to our experiment results. CodePhage (Sidiroglou-Douskos et al. 2015) also transplants arbitrary code snippets
across dierent applications, but the transplantaions are done exclusively for binary programs. In addition, their
experiments only consider adding checks for program repair, and it is still unclear whether it is applicable to
arbitrary code.
Code reuse tools such as CodeConjure (Hummel et al. 2008), S6 (Reiss 2009), CodeGenie (Lazzarini Lemos et al.
2009), and Hunter (Wang et al. 2016) are quite benecial to programmers. It has been showed that these tool
could increase the eciency of programming. Some are similar to our work in which they use natural language
and tests to search for relevant programs. However, the major dierence between these tools and ours is that
they usually consider programs at the granularity of functions and sometimes a piece of type adapter code is
required (Wang et al. 2016). On the other hand, our method provides a Sketch-like interface where programmers
can write holes. Naturally, our method needs to dig into functions and look for statements and expressions,
which opens a door to an exponentially larger code database for reuse.
Program analysis and synthesis using a large pool of existing source code, or “Big Code”, recently has gained
a lot of aention. Mishne et al. (Mishne et al. 2012) focuses on mining the specication for API calls from a
large amount of code snippets. Statistical methods such as graphical models (Raychev et al. 2015), language
models (Hindle et al. 2012; Nguyen and Nguyen 2015; Raychev et al. 2014) and learning from noisy data (Raychev
et al. 2016) have been showed to be quite eective in inferring program properties and code completion. Our
work, however, does not depend heavily on statistical methods. SWIM (Raghothaman et al. 2015) and other
works (Gvero and Kuncak 2015) also uses natural language query and the web to search for code snippets such
as API usages, but they do not consider dra programs that oer a context with which new programs must be
merged. DeepCoder (Balog et al. 2016) has gained a lot of popularity recently. ey successfully applied deep
learning to the problem of program synthesis and show that deep learning could be benecial in reducing the
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search space during synthesis. Our work is dierent in the sense that we do not use any statistical method, and
DeepCoder works on a simpler language.
Copy-and-paste has long been seen to be a problematic approach to programming. However, a recent pa-
per (Narasimhan and Reichenbach 2015) seeks to redeem copy-and-paste through a method that nds clones of
a fully wrien program and automatically merges these cloned code with the new code. However, their work
only considers extremely similar programs whose parse trees are a few edits away and does not consider dra
programs. In contrast, our approach can bring arbitrary programs from the internet into a programming context,
and uses a combinatorial synthesizer to splice this code into the context. Gilligan (Holmes and Walker 2013)
serves as a code reuse assistant, which is very similar to our approach. However, it does not consider using
external source code.
Much of the related work on nding similar code has focused on clone detection: nding syntactically exact
or nearly-exact copies of source code fragments. See (Roy et al. 2009) for a relatively recent survey of these
techniques. Code clone detection usually assumes that two fragments of code were derived from the same original
code, agging fragments with certain types or quantities of edits between them as clones. Syntax elements
have been shown to be eective in code search (Jiang et al. 2007; Keivanloo et al. 2014), but our code search
mainly relies on natural language with minor syntax elements. We also dier from other token-based code search
engines in that we do not only rely on natural language tokens in code.
Code search has been performed in various other seings, using dierent code features: TRACY (David
and Yahav 2014) uses k-limited static program paths (called tracelets) to search similar stripped binary code
snippets, Exemplar (Grechanik et al. 2010) uses Java APIs exercised to aid code search, Portfolio (McMillan
et al. 2011) uses function call graph to improve code search and ranking. Refer Table 3 in (McMillan et al. 2011)
for a comprehensive comparison of various code search engines: most of these are targeted towards creating
user-facing code search engines that can nd relevant code based on a user-specied query. SMT solves (Stolee
and Elbaum 2012) have also been used for semantic code search and the combination of SMT solvers and semantic
code search has been shown to be eective at repairing programs (Ke et al. 2015).
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce program splicing, a synthesis-based approach to programming that can serve as a
principled and automated substitute for copying and pasting code from the internet. e main technology behind
program splicing is a program synthesizer that can query a database containing a large number of code snippets
mined from open-source soware repositories. Our experiments show that it is possible to synthesize code
snippets by fruitfully combining such database queries with combinatorial exploration of a space of expressions
and statements. We also conducted a user study and the results show that our method could indeed boost
programming productivity.
One important future work is to ensure the high quality of database programs, because the eect on the quality
of the database program could be very signicant. We could develop beer features and similarity metrics in
order to increase the code search precision.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Dra Programs in Benchmarks
Binary Search Dra
public class Binsearch {
/**
* COMMENT:
* Binary search
*
* TEST:
* int [] array = new int [] {-100, -20, 0, 4, 100, 600, 601};
* __solution__
* return(
* binsearch(array , -100) == 0 &&
* binsearch(array , 100) == 4 &&
* binsearch(array , 602) == -1);
*/
public int binsearch(int[] array , int x) {
int result = -1;
int low = 0;
int high = ??;
??
return result;
}
}
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Collision Detection Dra
import net.smert.jreactphysics3d.mathematics.Vector3;
import net.smert.jreactphysics3d.collision.shapes.AABB;
public class AABB2 {
/**
* COMMENT:
* Testing whether two AABB objects collide
*
* TEST:
* public class Vector3 { ... }
*
* public class AABB { ... }
*
* __solution__
* public boolean test_no_collision () {
* Vector3 a_min = new Vector3(0, 0, 0);
* Vector3 a_max = new Vector3(1, 1, 1);
* AABB a = new AABB(a_min , a_max);
*
* Vector3 b_min = new Vector3 (10, 10, 10);
* Vector3 b_max = new Vector3 (20, 20, 20);
* AABB b = new AABB(b_min , b_max);
*
* if(testCollision(a, b)) {
* return false;
* }
*
* Vector3 c_min = new Vector3(0, 0, 0);
* Vector3 c_max = new Vector3 (10, 10, 10);
* AABB c = new AABB(c_min , c_max);
*
* Vector3 d_min = new Vector3(0, 0, 30);
* Vector3 d_max = new Vector3 (20, 20, 2);
* AABB d = new AABB(d_min , d_max);
*
* if(testCollision(c, d)) {
* return false;
* }
*
* Vector3 e_min = new Vector3(0, 0, 0);
* Vector3 e_max = new Vector3 (10, 10, 10);
* AABB e = new AABB(e_min , e_max);
*
* Vector3 f_min = new Vector3 (30, 0, 0);
* Vector3 f_max = new Vector3 (50, 20, 2);
* AABB f = new AABB(f_min , f_max);
*
* if(testCollision(e, f)) {
* return false;
* }
*
* return true;
* }
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*
* public boolean test_collision () {
* Vector3 a_min = new Vector3(0, 0, 0);
* Vector3 a_max = new Vector3 (10, 10, 10);
* AABB a = new AABB(a_min , a_max);
*
* Vector3 b_min = new Vector3(0, 0, 0);
* Vector3 b_max = new Vector3 (20, 20, 2);
* AABB b = new AABB(b_min , b_max);
*
* if(! testCollision(a, b)) {
* return false;
* }
*
* return true;
* }
*
* public void test() {
* if(! test_no_collision () || !test_collision ()) {
* return ("false");
* }
* return ("true");
* }
* test();
*
*/
public boolean testCollision(AABB a, AABB aabb) {
??
return ?? && ??;
}
}
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CSV Dra
import java.io.File;
import java.util.Scanner;
public class CSV {
/**
* COMMENT:
* Reading a matrix from a CSV file
*
* TEST:
* import java.io.File;
* import java.util .*;
* __solution__
* int num_elements = 0;
* int [][] mat = read_csv ("data.csv");
* for(int i = 0; i < mat.length; ++i) {
* for(int j = 0; j < mat [0]. length; ++j) {
* if(i + j + 1 != mat[i][j]) {
* return ("false");
* exit();
* }
* num_elements += 1;
* }
* }
* return(num_elements == 20);
*/
public int [][] read_csv(String filename) {
int row , col;
File f = new File (??);
/**
* COMMENT:
* Reading a matrix from a CSV file
*
* TEST:
* import java.io.File;
* import java.util .*;
* int row , col;
* File f = new File("data.csv");
* __solution__
* return(row == 5 && col == 4);
*/
??
int [][] mat = new int[row][col];
// matrix multiplication
??
return mat;
}
}
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Echo Server Dra
public class Echo {
/**
* COMMENT:
* Echo server in java
*
* TEST:
* API_cons ("echo -server -test.java");
* __solution__
* run();
* return(
* has_server_sock &&
* has_client_sock &&
* has_in &&
* has_out &&
* has_readline &&
* has_println &&
* in_closed &&
* out_closed &&
* client_closed);
*/
public void run() {
// create socket
int port = 4444;
SServerSocket serverSocket = new SServerSocket (??);
??
}
}
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Face Detection Dra
import org.opencv.core.Core;
import org.opencv.core.Mat;
import org.opencv.core.MatOfRect;
import org.opencv.core.Point;
import org.opencv.core.Rect;
import org.opencv.core.Scalar;
import org.opencv.imgcodecs.Imgcodecs;
import org.opencv.imgproc.Imgproc;
import org.opencv.highgui.Highgui;
import org.opencv.objdetect.CascadeClassifier;
public class DetectFaceDemo {
/**
* COMMENT:
* Doing face detection using OpenCV
*
* TEST:
* API_cons ("face -detection -test.java");
* __solution__
* run();
* return(_has_detector_ && _has_image_ && _has_detection_ && _image_written_);
*
*/
public void run() {
String input_img = "lena.jpg";
String output_img = "faceDetection.png";
CascadeClassifier faceDetector = new CascadeClassifier (??);
??
}
}
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Collecting Files Dra
import java.io.File;
public class Files {
/**
* COMMENT:
* Get all file names in the directory
*
* TEST:
* import java.io.File;
* import java.util.List;
* import java.util.ArrayList;
* __solution__
* name_list = dfs(" test_dir ");
* return(
* name_list.contains ("bar.txt") &&
* name_list.contains ("test2.txt"));
*/
public List dfs(String dirname) {
List result = new ArrayList ();
File dir_file = new File (??);
??
return result;
}
}
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Hello World GUI Dra
public class HelloWorld {
/**
* COMMENT:
* Creating a program with buttons and counters
*
* TEST:
* API_cons ("hello -world -gui -test.java");
* __solution__
* source ("src/main/resources/benchmarks/hello/test.java");
* run();
* return(
* has_frame &&
* has_label &&
* has_button &&
* has_listener &&
* added_label &&
* added_button &&
* set_close_op &&
* is_visible &&
* is_packed);
*/
public void run() {
JJFrame frame;
JJLabel label;
// Create and set up the window.
frame = new JJFrame (??);
??
int counter = 0;
JJButton btn = new JJButton("increase");
btn.addActionListener(new JActionListener () {
public void actionPerformed(JActionEvent e) {
counter += 1;
label.setText(Integer.toString(counter));
}
});
frame.getContentPane ().add(btn);
??
}
}
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HTTP Server Dra
import java.io.BufferedReader;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.nio.file.Files;
import com.sun.net.httpserver.HttpExchange;
import com.sun.net.httpserver.HttpHandler;
import com.sun.net.httpserver.HttpServer;
public class HTTP {
/**
* COMMENT:
* Create an HTTP server which serves the content of a local file
*
* TEST:
* import com.sun.net.httpserver.HttpExchange;
* import com.sun.net.httpserver.HttpHandler;
* import com.sun.net.httpserver.HttpServer;
* import java.io.OutputStream;
* __solution__
* Random rand = new Random(System.currentTimeMillis ());
* int p = rand.nextInt (20000) + 35000;
* HttpServer server = http(" http_test.txt", p, "test");
* test_url(new URL("http :// localhost :" + Integer.toString(p) + "/test"));
* server.stop (0);
*/
public HttpServer http(String filename , int port , String url) {
String content;
/**
* COMMENT:
* Create an HTTP server which serves the content of a local file
*
* TEST:
* String content;
* String filename = "http_test.txt";
* __solution__
* return(content.equals ("print(true);"));
*/
??
HttpServer server;
HttpHandler handler = new HttpHandler () {
public void handle(HttpExchange he) throws IOException {
he.sendResponseHeaders (??, content.length ());
OutputStream os = he.getResponseBody ();
os.write(content.getBytes ());
os.close();
}
};
// set up the HTTP server
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??
return server;
}
}
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LCS Dra
public class LCS {
/**
* COMMENT:
* Longest common subsequence algorithm
*
* TEST:
__solution__
int NIL = -1;
public boolean array_equal(int[] a1, int[] a2) {
for(int i = 0; i < a1.length; ++i) {
if(a1[i] != a2[i]) { return false; }
}
return true;
}
public int max(int a, int b) {
return a > b ? a : b;
}
int[] test_array1 = {2, 6, 8, 10};
int[] test_array2 = {1, 6, 8, 10};
int[] test_ans = {6, 8};
int[] result = new int [2];
for(int j = 0; j < 2; ++j) {
result[j] = -1;
}
lcs(test_array1 , test_array2 , 4, 4, result);
if(! array_equal(result , test_ans)) {
return(false);
} else {
return(true);
}
*/
void lcs(int[] X, int[] Y, int m, int n, int[] result) {
int [][] L = new int [15][15];
int i;
int j;
int index;
int s;
// build the lcs table
??
index = L[m][n];
s = index;
i = m;
j = n;
while((i > 0) && (j > 0)) {
if(X[(i - 1)] == Y[(j - 1)]) {
result [(index - 1)] = X[(i - 1)];
i --;
j --;
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index --;
} else {
if(L[(i - 1)][j] > L[i][(j - 1)]) {
i --;
} else {
j --;
}
}
}
}
}
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Matrix Multiplication Dra
public class MatMul {
/**
* COMMENT:
* Matrix multiplication
*
* TEST:
import java.util.Random;
__solution__
int [][] m1 = new int [5][5];
int [][] m2 = new int [5][5];
int [][] m3 = new int [5][5];
int [][] m4 = new int [5][5];
int [][] result = new int [5][5];
int [][] ans = new int [5][5];
public void my_mul(int [][] A, int [][] B, int [][] C, int n) {
// matrix multiplication
int i, j, k;
int s;
for (i=0; i<n; i++) {
for (j=0; j<n; j++) {
s=0;
for (k=0; k<n; k++)
s=s+A[i][k]*B[k][j];
C[i][j]=s;
}
}
}
public boolean test_mat(int [][] m1, int [][] m2, int n) {
for(int i = 0; i < n; ++i) {
for(int j = 0; j < n; ++j) {
if(m1[i][j] != m2[i][j]) {
return false;
}
}
}
return true;
}
for(int i = 0; i < 5; ++i){
for(int j = 0; j < 5; ++j) {
m1[i][j] = i + j; m2[i][j] = i + j;
m3[i][j] = i + j; m4[i][j] = i + j;
}
}
matmul(m1, m2, result , 5);
my_mul(m3, m4, ans , 5);
if(! test_mat(result , ans , k + 1)) {
return(false);
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} else {
return(true);
}
*/
void matmul(int [][] A, int [][] B, int [][] C, int n) {
int i, j, k;
int s;
for (i=0; i<n; i++) {
for (j=0; j<n; j++) {
// initialize the variable
s=??;
// do the multiplication
??
C[i][j]=s;
}
}
}
}
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Prim’s Distance Update Dra
public class Prims {
/**
* COMMENT:
* Prims algorithm
*
* TEST:
int NIL = 100000;
__solution__
public boolean array_equal(int[] a1, int[] a2) {
if(a1.length != a2.length) { return false; }
for(int i = 0; i < a1.length; ++i) {
if(a1[i] != a2[i]) { return false; }
}
return true;
}
int [][] test_graph = {{0, 2, 5, NIL , 8},
{NIL , 0, NIL , NIL , 1},
{NIL , NIL , 0, 4, NIL},
{NIL , NIL , NIL , 0, NIL},
{NIL , NIL , NIL , 3, 0}};
int [][] test_loc = {{5, 2}, {5, 3}, {5, 4}};
int[] ans = {2, 3, 4};
int [][] result_cluster = {{0, 0}, {0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0}}
int [][] ans_cluster = {{0, 1}, {0, 1, 4}, {0, 1, 4, 3}};
for(int i = 0; i < 3; ++i) {
int test_size = test_loc[i][1];
int result = prims(test_graph , result_cluster[i], test_loc[i][0], test_size);
if(! array_equal(ans_cluster[i], result_cluster[i])) {
return(false);
exit();
}
}
return(true);
*/
public int prims(int [][] graph , int[] cluster , int nsize , int csize) {
int[] key = new int [5]; // Key values used to pick minimum weight edge in cut
boolean [] used = new boolean [5];
int cluster_size = 0;
int u;
int min_dist;
int count;
// Initialize all keys as INFINITE
for (int i = 0; i < nsize; i++)
key[i] = ??;
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// Always include first 1st vertex in MST.
key[0] = 0; // Make key 0 so that this vertex is picked as first vertex
// The MST will have V vertices
for (count = 0; count < nsize; count ++) {
// Pick thd minimum key vertex from the set of vertices
// not yet included in MST
u = -1;
int dist = 2147483647;
for(( min_dist = 0); (min_dist < nsize); (min_dist ++))
{
if((! used[min_dist ]) && (dist > key[min_dist ]))
{
u = min_dist;
dist = key[min_dist ];
}
}
if(u == -1) { break; }
// Add the picked vertex to the cluster
used[u] = true;
cluster[cluster_size ++] = u;
if(cluster_size == csize) {
return cluster_size;
}
// update the node distances
/**
* COMMENT:
* Prims update
*
* TEST:
* int u = 0;
* int nsize = 4;
* boolean [] used = {true , false , false , true};
* int[] key = {10, 10, 10, 10};
* int [][] graph = {{0, 100, 1, 0}};
* __solution__
* return(key[0] == 10 && key[1] == 10 && key[2] == 1 && key[3] == 10);
*/
??
}
return cluster_size;
}
}
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ick Sort Dra
public class QSort {
/**
* COMMENT:
* quick sort partition
*
* TEST:
* __solution__
int NIL = 0;
public boolean array_equal(int[] a1, int[] a2) {
if(a1.length != a2.length) { return false; }
for(int i = 0; i < a1.length; ++i) {
if(a1[i] != a2[i]) { return false; }
}
return true;
}
public void swap(int[] array , int p1, int p2) {
int tmp = array[p1];
array[p1] = array[p2];
array[p2] = tmp;
}
int[] test_array = {6, 2, 10, 8};
int[] test_ans = {2, 6, 8, 10};
int[] result = new int [4];
for(int i = 0; i < 4; ++j) {
result[i] = test_array[i];
}
qsort(result , 0, 3);
if(! array_equal(test_ans , result)) {
return(false);
} else {
return(true);
}
*/
void qsort(int[] a, int l, int r) {
int j;
int m = l;
int i = ??;
??
qsort(a, l, m - 1);
qsort(a, m + 1, r);
}
}
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Sieve Prime Dra
public class Sieve {
/**
* COMMENT:
* Use Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm to test primality
*
* TEST:
* __solution__
* return(
* sieve (1) == false &&
* sieve (2) == true &&
* sieve (3) == true &&
* sieve (4) == false &&
* sieve (9) == false &&
* sieve (17) == true &&
* sieve (27) == false
* );
*/
boolean sieve(int n) {
boolean [] primes = new boolean [100];
for(int i = ??; i <= n; i++) {
primes[i] = ??;
}
??
return primes[n];
}
}
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